
RED RIDING HOOD AND WOLF SCENE�

We are walking through a thick mist�
in a dimly moon lit forest. In the�
distance a figure in red is moving�
towards us.�

ECU – She picks a flower from a rose�
bush and holds it to her nose. WA –�
While she smells the flower a loud�
and painful growl breaks the silence.�

A man is sitting on his knees in�
front of a big tree, his arms is�
resting on his legs.�

The man is barely visible through�
the thick mist. We can hear the�
growling of a creature and the cry's�
of a human at the same time.�

He is looking towards the moon.�

The man under the big tree rises up�
through the thick mist. CU – We see�
a hairy claw sticking out of his�
jacket sleeve.�



It is the wolf man, he looks up at�
the moon and starts to howl.�

Little Red Riding Hood walks past�
the wolf man and points towards�
the moon.�

CU – The wolf man looks confused.�
WA - He turns towards the camera and�
reveals one half human and the other�
half wolf�

He looks up at the moon, as the�
clouds starts to move away, a half�
moon is revealed.�

At that point Little Red Riding Hood�
passes by the two young men under the�
tree.�

While he is dragging on the joint�
the other young man notice the wolf�
man under the tree.�



She passes Tommie's toy box. In the�
toy box, a train set, action figures,�
book on insects and an alien and�
hands draped over the edge of the�
box.�

Tommie goes to sleep�

The camera pans out revealing the�
girl sitting on the bed, she closes�
the book she was reading -�
BOOK TITLE-LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD�

Tommie is tucked into bed when Jenny�
gets up and leave the room.�

THE END�


